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Paride has never been to the countryside where his grandma lives.
When he gets there, he is very excited and wakes up early everyday
to explore the big back garden. Nature is full of colours and scents,
trees and animals. The garden is magical. Paride is amazed by the
things he discovers: carrots don’t grow in small round slices, potatoes don’t come in sticks, and trees… trees don’t talk. At least that’s
what Paride thinks… In grandma’s magical garden nothing is as you
expect it. As he walks down a long path, a new amazing discovery
makes him realise that he will love that place forever.
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This story is great to be read to children aged three and older, as it
takes them by the hand showing the wonders of nature. The author
Maria Romana Tetamo masters to create a perfect recipe, balancing
all the ingredients and adding a dash of magic to intrigue the young
readers and unveil some intimate secrets of life. Laura Proietti’s illustrations add a unique flavour to the story. The setting is luminous
and lively, the shapes and colours create a universe populated by a
living and constantly moving nature.
Maria Romana Tetamo is author and bookseller. In 2013 she opened
Dudi, one of the most charming children’s bookshops in Italy.
“Grandpa tree” is her first book.
Laura Proietti is an illustrator. She graduated at the “Scuola del Fumetto” in Palermo. “Grandpa tree” is her first picture book.
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